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About This Game

Trigonarium is a hardcore twin-stick shooter for fans of challenging arcade gaming. Fight your way through multitudes of
enemy formations in constantly shifting battle arenas to face the colossal level bosses.

Original campaign, a 3 world arcade mode to introduce you to the world of Trigonarium

Ultimate campaign, a 5 world super intense experience to push your skills to the limit

Challenge modes for quick play sessions

Local 2 player cooperative play available for all modes

Note: The game can be played with keyboard or mouse/keyboard combination, but a controller is highly recommeded!
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Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Kimmo Lahtinen
Publisher:
Kimmo Lahtinen
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trigonarium app store. trigonarium. jim trigonarium troy missouri. jim trigonarium motorsports

Beautiful visual novel with an amazing story.
The soundtrack is marvellous & worth the money, buy it if you want to support the developers.. Poor version of Kudos. Not
worth the money, even on sale. Asking for a refund.. I ended up liking the first Egypt game more than I expected to, but this one
is slower and harder. No joy.. Only one game of 2018 had the balls to show a boss jerking off into a potted plant to impress his
secretary. Super Seducer 2 follows in the rich tradition of sequels by being bigger, bolder, flashier and more over-the-top than
its humble predecessor. More girls, a greater variety of scenarios and more ridiculous options to unleash your id. I love every
minute of this and very much enjoy the view I get into Richard's twisted world of beautiful people.

I can't say I agree with all the advice here but I commend Steam for having the courage to host the game. If the industry was run
by emasculated half-men like Jason Schreier, we would be robbed of hours of seedy, transgressive entertainment and instead be
forced to play some state-sanctioned indie platformer about a fat little pixelated girl trying to climb a mountain in her mobility-
scooter that's meant to be some ham-fisted statement about depression.. This is a very good game. Nice graphics and soundtrack
also. It's a worthy Cthulhu game. I'd put 8/10. So i totally recommended it.. bought anno 2205 and tundra a few days later can
play anno 2205 but no tundra it says i have to purchase it again.
realy sucks as i was getting into this game.. I play this game when i get bored of other games. I say it's okay, so I rate it a 6.1. I
love the graphics and how all the minions are so cute. Because, gems the are an uncomon recource, I think there should be a
higher chance of finding a 3 to 5 minion when spent crate. The battles work out nicely, it is enjoyable to watch the action play
out while your trying to beat your opponents to mana for your minions.

Overall, I should recomend this game, due to the art style it offers and the gameplay is balanced. I havn't seen any bugs or
glitches and have not seen an OP minion, although I havn't gotten too far into the game yet. Lets just see what the developers
will add or do to the futer of this game... I'm sure looking forward to it.. Since august 2018 with the one of the two updates that
month. Cricket Captain has been constantly freezing or in other words not responding after I select the to play the next match or
select to bat and bowl after the toss.

I want this issue fixed quickly it is impariring my enjoyment. Bring out another update to clear these bugs for good. Two
updates ago is when this issue started for me. ssssssssssssssssssss
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Avoid at all costs. One of the worst FPS experiences I have ever had!

I really hope Kaos Studios does not rip everyone off again with the sequel to this game, Homefront. it's a good game but does
ANYBODY STILL PLAY IT ?!. The black sheep of Dark Souls. Scholar of the First Sin is superior to the original DS2 in many
ways. This game may not be good in EVERY way, but there is a sense of accomplishment of beating. Community is dying, so
co-op and invading covenants are hard to rank in nowadays, but grab a buddy and you will have a good time. This game has SO
MANY bosses to fight, and admittedly a good portion of them aren't really too fun. But basically, if you decide to become
MEMELORDXXX42069 then you're bound to have a good time. Good community, good games, good time, and don't forget:
Horse Ahead. my friend loves it!. So many hours spent playing this!. so far very sub par graphics and a overall dissapointment
not enough complete to actually really play the game. Glo is a simple yet challenging platforming game built a fairly unique
mechanic: each and every level is shrouded in almost complete darkness. The only sources of light are your projectiles, your
character, and the level exit. This lack of visual information lends itself to an initially slow-paced exploration of each level,
looking for traps, enemies, and pitfalls. Death (and you will die) is a minor inconvenience, instantaneously resetting you to the
beginning of the level you are on. Given that the levels themselves are fairly small, the layout is soon memorized and you will find
yourself zipping toward the exit with greater and greater speed and continuously making progress. The piecemeal story is revealed
through writing on the wall and hidden memory fragments which were interesting enough to keep me moving forward.

Pros:

Challenging gameplay

Effective visual aesthetic

Interesting level design

Fair death mechanic
Cons:

Controls are quite slippery (at least with keyboard and mouse)

Some of the 100 levels are repeated with very little modification
Glo is a rewarding little indie game that I recommend to all platformer fans.
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